




In the following questions, some part of the sentence is underlined. Which of 

the options given below the sentence should replace the part underlined to 

make the sentence grammatically correct? If the sentence is correct as it is 

given then choose option E ‘No Correction required’ as the answer.



1) The Prime Minister’s casual remarks about the role of ethnicity 

in unemployment numbers has predictably put the cat among the 

pigeons on both sides of the political spectrum

A. Put the dog among horses

B. Put the cat among mice

C. Put the cat among pigeons

D. Put the pigeons among cat

E. No Correction Required



I decided that there was no why and where for, except my 

deplorable ignorance of the great facts that underlie our physical 

existence

A. Why and why fore

B. Why and wherefore

C. Wherefore and why

D. Why fore and why

E. No Correction Required



Now and Again, a breeze puffed in but it was more of an 

annoyance than a help, scattered papers and patience in a hot breath 

of sweat and exhaust.

A. Now and Once

B. Now and Forever

C. Again and Now

D. Now and then

E. No Correction Required



This work is a collection of lives of holy men who founded 

monasteries in the East and is worth its weight in gold historical 

sources

A. Worth its gravity gold

B. Worth one’s weight in gold

C. Worth its weight in silver

D. Worth its gravity cold

E. No Correction Required



If you are the suger of the earth, law abiding guy, like everyone 

says, Jeffery Byrne was or is, why don’t you just turn it into the 

closest police station?

A. The salt of the earth

B. The sugar of the mill

C. The salt of the mill

D. The salt of the water

E. No Correction Required



Language is thought to represent one of the most complex cognitive 

function in humans.

A. represent one of the most complex cognitive function in humans

B. represent one of the more complex cognitive functions in humans

C. represent one of the more complex cognitive function in humans

D. represent one of the most complex cognitive functions in humans

E. represent one of the most complex cognitive functions of humans



Conspiracy theories are often utterly preposterous and totally lacking 

in credible evidence, and they are almost impossible to disprove, at 

least in the minds of believers.

A. and they are almost impossible to disprove

B. but it is almost impossible to disprove

C. and it is almost impossible to disprove

D. but they are almost impossible to disprove

E. but they are almost impossible to disproved



From conspiracy theories about 5G phone masts, Chinese bio weapons 

and Bill Gates and some people’s refusal to wear masks even when 

required to do that, it is clear that a significant minority of people are 

worryingly resistant to the facts.

A. and some people’s refusal to wear masks even when required to do that

B. to some people’s refusal to wear masks as when required to do so

C. and some people’s refusal to wear masks as when required to do so

D. to some people’s refusal to wear masks even when required to do it

E. to some people’s refusal to wear masks even when required to do so



There can be no clearer indication that something has gone wrong with 

our intellectual and political culture from the fact that conspiracy 

theories have become mainstream.

A. from the fact that conspiracy theories have become mainstream.

B. than the fact that conspiracy theories has become mainstream.

C. from the fact that conspiracy theories has become mainstream.

D. than the fact that conspiracy theory have become mainstream.

E. than the fact that conspiracy theories have become mainstream.



In the following questions, some part of the sentence is 

underlined. Which of the options given below the sentence 

should replace the part underlined to make the sentence 

grammatically correct? If the sentence is correct as it is given 

then choose option E ‘No Correction required’ as the answer.



Five people which ignored an evacuation order were trapped in a 

mountain region encircled by a wildfire.

1. who ignored an

2. those ignoring an

3. who ignores a

4. that ignored a

5. No correction required



The actress says that she is not comfortable walk into the ramp in 

designer-wear.

1. to walks on

2. walking down

3. walking with

4. walks to

5. No correction required



He was a men of few words but was very intelligent and respected 

by one and all.

1. man of few words

2. man of few wordings

3. men of few word

4. man to few words

5. No correction required



He was so tired that he could barely keeping his eyes open while 

driving.

1. can barely keep

2. could barely keep

3. can bare keep

4. could bear to keep

5. No correction required



It is increasingly being realized that human resource development is 

necessary.

1. been realized that

2. being realized that

3. being realized on

4. realizing that

5. No correction required



The north-eastern region of India presents a somehow unique 

situation.

1. a somewhere unique

2. a somewhat unique

3. as somewhat unique

4. a unique somehow

5. No correction required



It is in this land where people by deferent corners live together.

1. people different by

2. peoples by differently

3. different by people

4. people from different

5. No correction required



If you would have taken the medicine, you could have gone to school 

today.

1. If you would take

2. Had you taken

3. If you would be taking

4. If you been taking

5. No correction required



Earning lots of money is one of the desires which are never 

satisfied.

1. which are never

2. who never satisfied

3. who is never satisfies

4. which is never satisfied

5. No correction required



The passage was so difficult that I could not comprehend it in the first 

feading.

1. as difficult that

2. so difficult as

3. as difficult as

4. very difficult that

5. No correction required
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